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Company
Details
Company name:

Allconstruct Pty Ltd

Trading Name:

Allconstruct

Year Established:

2014

ABN:

50 601 503 986

ACN:

601 503 986

Registered address:

19 Sundown Place, Jacobs Well 4208

Website:

www.allconstruct.com.au

Phone/Fax:

0406 917 991

Postal Address:

19 Sundown Place, Jacobs Well 4208

Street address:

Unit 12/8 Hopper Avenue, Hopper Avenue 4208

Contact:

Eamus Coote I Director

SUNSHINE COAST

BRISBANE
TOOWOOMBA
ALL CONSTRUCT
GOLD COAST

m. 0416 490 597
TWEED HEADS

e. eamus@allconstruct.com.au

Keith Callanan I Director
m. 0406 917 991
e. keith@allconstruct.com.au
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The Company
Mission

About
Section
Allconstruct is a private Australian based company with daily involvement from its two stakeholders. We offer services in the fields of commercial, civil and plant hire sectors work. Since
our inception in 2014, we have made our mark
as a well-known Australian construction company operating on independent sites across regional and remote Australia. We combine flexibility, people, creativity and professionalism to
achieve outstanding results. Our diversely skilled

and vastly experienced team work hand-inhand with the client to assure the desired requirements are fulfilled. We remain committed
to reach deadlines and remain within budget
limits. We strive to make our association to any
client beneficial and reliable. It is through this
mutualistic association that our company has
observed high growth and success. Our success stems from a combination of the honed
skills of direct management, construction management, project management, and site management who have catered to the advanced
needs of construction functionality.
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Our vision is to continue providing efficient construction services in the commercial, civil and
plant hire sectors. We aim to give clients assurity of timely execution of projects within the
specified time frame and budget. We strive to
deliver these whilst adhering to our core values.
With 7 years of company experience under
our belt we have experienced many success-

es, some which have been hard-earned and
have put the skills of our human resources and
our machinery to the test. Nonetheless, we look
forward to tackling future challenges head-on
with the support of our team.
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Company Core Values
When it comes to highlighting what distinguishes us from other construction companies, it is
indeed our core values that make us the clear winner. Apart from our dedication to our ser-

vices, we have values that are respected and upheld by each and every employee in our
organization, these are:

01

02

03

04

CUSTOMER FOCUS

INNOVATION

QUALITY

ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR

HEALTH AND SAFETY

LIFESTYLE

To exceed our customers’
expectations and enable
them toexcel in their
business.

To pursue excellence in
our work, seek new
opportunities for growth
and adapt new ways
of doing things.

To be responsible for
servicing, operating and
consistently providing
a professional and reliable
service.

To behave responsibly,
honestly and with integrity at
all times and make decisions
with a moral, environmental
and safety conscience.

To prioritise the health and
safety of our employees in
all aspects of work.

To meet the needs of our
employees without losing
sight of the requirements
of the business.
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07

08

09

RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

RECOGNITION

To value the relationships
with our employees,
customers and suppliers.

To deliver outstanding
results for our clients and
take full responsibility of
our actions and the
associated outcomes.

To continually reconize
the many individual
achievements
of our employees.
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History
Allconstruct was established in 2014 in Brisbane with a simple perception, ”to be an organization that clients can
associate with world-class quality and services“. Initially,
we based ourselves on civil construction ventures in both
regional and remote areas of Queensland, our capacity
increased instantaneously as the company also opted
to pursue residential restorations and commercial fit-out
work. The company has grown extensively since the day

of its inception, and two pledges have been undertaken:
to never settle on a below par quality product, and always give precedence to prosperous relations. From the
start the company established two major commitments:
to not compromise on providing a quality product, and
prioritizing good communications and relations.
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People

Our Service

Flexibility, creativity, and innovation emanate from talented people working well as a single unit in a highly
productive environment. Our expertise stretches across
a multitude of disciplines from our highly skilled project
managers, cutting-edge system engineers, expert design construction engineers, dedicated project teams
through to our innovative and productive support staff.
Our multidisciplinary work necessitates a team-based
approach with a flat management structure. This flat
structure offers immense benefits. It promotes effective
communication between our team and our clients and
maximizes the quality and efficiency of our projects.
Teamwork, accountability, respect and integrity are the
hallmarks of our company culture, both in our internal

and external dealings. This approach provides our clients
with assurity that we will not just meet but also exceed
their expectations. We provide our team members with
formal and on-the-job training. A system of continuous
monitoring and performance appraisal ensures ongoing
professional development. The team culture developed
throughout the company is critical, and great care is taken in the recruitment of aspiring members. In addition to
the investment we make in our people we ensure they
have access to the latest equipment and technology.
With these core elements we are driven to deliver successful outcomes for our clients and stakeholders.

A. Commercial
Allconstruct is a leading commercial construction company that specializes in the designing, development and
building of restaurant, retail outlets, shopping centers,
hospitality, office and industrial projects across all areas
of the Gold Coast and Brisbane.
As a renowned construction organization, we adhere to
the strict project guidelines and schedules and help our
clients in acquiring setups that are well within their budgets. Our methodologies, pricing structure and models
have helped in creating some of the most fascinating
commercial centers and structures across the nation. Allconstruct is one of the most popular and dynamic commercial construction companies, fully capable of developing and executing a wide variety of projects. We take
our job seriously, which is exactly why most of the times
we get repeat business or projects through referrals.
As one of the finest commercial construction companies
in the business, we understand the importance of adopting client-centric approach, industry best practices and
appropriate safety measures as well as standards for
constructing best in class commercial centers and organizations. Our strength and expertise lies in understanding
the primary requirements of our clients and later transforming their dreams into reality. Whether you want us to
construct beautiful offices & buildings or even if you simply need our services around developing retail, hospital-

ity and recreational centers, we’ll give our 100% to each
and every project undertaken by us.
At Allconstruct we believe in offering expert advice
alongside excellent commercial building construction
services. We give our clients the best possible suggestions, which further enable them to acquire unique,
multi-purpose and modern facilities and centers. As one
of the leading commercial construction contractors, we
emphasize on establishing long-term relationships with
our clients and this approach has helped us acquire and
retain customers across different sectors and segments.
Our engineering team pays close heed to your individual requirements and takes all the designing, engineering
and construction aspects into consideration for creating
extraordinary and massive commercial complexes. Our
team is highly passionate, dedicated and focused towards offering excellent services, which allows us to handle your projects from the beginning till the end.
We focus on maximizing project resources and improving
the efficiency of our labors, equipments and materials to
ensure that our clients enjoy the best services & solutions.
We define personal responsibility and roles at every step
of the project to ensure smooth and hassle-free execution and completion of projects.
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B. Civil works:
Since inception in 2014, Allconstruct has climbed the
ladder and established a devoted and steadfast team
of skilled and diversely specialized concrete project personnel including project managers, engineers, supervisors, leading hands, and qualified tradesman to specifically manage concrete work packages. Currently, we
offer formwork, concrete and reinforcement packages

on fixed price and individual contracts. Our experience
includes taking contracts from pre-tender to end of defects liability stage, managing all aspects of the contract
including resourcing, procurement, quality control, environmental controls, programming and safety. Enjoy a
hassle-free build!

Management
“Safety, Quality and the Environment is our Core Focus
when delivering your project. ”We remain committed
to forming strong relations with or clients, local communities, subcontractors, as well as stakeholders to assure
attention is given to all safety, quality, and environmental aspects of our projects. We provide our clients with
an extensive Third Party Certified Safety, Quality and Environmental Management System. Our management
team operatively uses their expertise to aid this system
by creating project specific management plans. This allows Allconstruct to literally hit the ground running upon

receiving a new project. When awarded a project, our
teams of professionals ensure the ongoing monitoring
and review of each project to ensure all expectations
are met to the best of our ability and to facilitate continual improvement throughout our business. Allconstruct
has in-depth understanding of the construction management systems review process that sets us apart from
our competitors and has contributed to the company’s
growth and success.

C. Plant hire
Advanced heavy-duty equipment and machinery enable us to cater to a wide range of private, government
and resource sector infrastructure projects in regional
Australia. Low mobilization costs are a key feature of our

plant hire services. We have our equipment and machinery located in rural Queensland ready for instant deployment. All assets are thoroughly and regularly inspected in
line with industry safety regulations.
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Our Team

2. Stocklands
Shopping Centre

EAMUS COOTE
Construction Manager
Eamus is at the forefront of the business operations and takes an active role in each and every project. His
22 years experience as a qualified carpenter plays vital role with our onsite management over all aspects of
building and development in an ‘end to end format, which enabes him to provide specialist advisory to our
onsite management team and client reps.

KEITH CALLANAN

1. Parklands Commonwealth Games

Project Manager
Keith is a construction engineering professional with an expansive background in commercial building, highway construction and airport infrastructure projects. The former director of an established civil construction
company, Keith is responsible for stakeholder management, project delivery, compliance. He is a strong communicator who excels at building relationships with all client representatives

ANTHONY COOTE
Design Engineering Manager

Our Projects
COMMERCIAL

Anthony has a vast amount of design and build experience with the Building & Construction industry. He brings
a strong focus on quality systems and job reporting to ensure works are done on time on budget. Drawing on
decades of design architectural experience Anthony provides outstanding service for clients on a daily basis,
going above and beyond to ensure client satisfaction on every project. He ensures all projects are constructed to meet all building code and specification standards setout.

RU LEKAMGE
Contract Administrator
Coming from a civil engineering background, Ru brings to Allconstruct her years of experience and knowledge on cost planning and estimation. Being involved in various civil, commercial and interior fit-out projects,
Ru has been trained to undertake accurate take-offs and measurements for the preparation of bill of quantities, value engineering, and project specific scope of works. She also assists in administering projects from its
tender and construction phase, ensuring the high standards of work delivery Allconstruct has been known for
are always met.

4. Mansfield State
School

BEN PAIGE
Project Supervisor
Ben technical carpentry skill and expertise crosses over all aspects of building and development in an ‘endto-end’ format, which has enabled him to provide specialist advisory support services for scores of projects
with clients ranging from commercial fit-outs, residential high-end homes projects Australia wide. Driven by
contribution to company values and goals, Ben is recognised by both peers and industry for the development
of high performance teams for Allconstruct.

3. Colton Avenue Apartments

2. Origin Pond D Project

2. Stocklands
Shopping Centre

1. North Pine Switchroom Project
Air Vac Excavation – RAAF Base Amberley Air Force

CIVIL PROJECTS

3. Rathdowney Reservoir Project

4. WestConnex New M5, Road
Tunnel Infrastructure Project

PLANT HIRE PROJECTS

Air Vac Excavation
Gold Coast Council Pressure Mains Project.

Air Vac Excavation
CPB RIS Cross River
Rail Project

Air Vac Excavation
CPB TSD Cross River
Rail Project

Our Clients
Allconstruct team values the strong relationships we have with our clients and understand that the trust our
clients have in us to deliver their projects smoothly is what sets us apart.
We make a special effort to attract like-minded construction professional and skilled trades people onto projects because we know that this is the way to the best collaborative outcomes.
Our long-term working relationships with clients and our rate of referral are a source of pride for us and underpin
everything that we do: to us, building is more than a contract — it’s a long term relationship. ‘YOUR PROJECT IS
OUR FUTURE”’

Since early 2014,
Allconstruct has combined its multi-disciplinary expertise
with best practice safety, quality and environmental
systems to create the ideal contractor: able to meet
local content requirements and deliver the professional
standards expected by government and
resource sector clients.
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